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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….
Hiroo Onoda
Ok, “insert a deep breath” so I learned about this Japanese soldier named
Hiroo Onoda. He originally was a normal Japanese citizen and was working
at a trading company. But at the age of 20 the army said he had to join
them. So he quit his job and headed to train in some other part in Japan.
At a certain point in his training he went to the Nakano school to be
trained as a Imperial Army Intelligence Officer. He was taught to gain
intel about the enemy and at the same time mess up the enemy soldiers
lives by stealing food, water, etc. On December 26th, 1944, Onoda was
sent into the Philippines, Lubang Island to gain intel on the enemy. His
orders from his commanding officers, Major Yoshimi Taniguchi, were
simple: “You are absolutely forbidden to die by your own hand. It may take
three years, it may take five, but whatever happens, we‛ll come back for
you. Until then, so long as you have one soldier, you are to continue to lead
him. You may have to live on coconuts. If that‛s the case, live on coconuts!
Under no circumstances are you [to] give up your life voluntarily”. Then
Onoda linked up with some other Japanese soldiers already on the island.
Shortly after basically enemies stormed the island and killed everyone. On
February 28th, 1945 the allied troops conquered the island. After that the
remaining soldiers (including Onoda). Split up into four or three groups and
headed into the jungle. All of them got killed except Onoda's group. They
rationed supplies such as ammo, food, and water strictly. They stole food
from farms and continued to harass the enemy. In October 1945, they
came across a leaflet saying “the war ended August 15th! Come down from
the mountains”. The group talked about it deciding what to do. They soon
came up with that it was Allied propaganda from the enemy under the
theory that they couldn‛t have believed that the Japanese had lost so
quickly after the time they were deployed. But the problem is they didn‛t
know about the nuclear bombs that dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. So
they continued to do there thing. Eventually the local islanders were fed up
with getting shot at and getting their food stolen. So they got a Boeing
B-17 to drop leaflets saying orders from the general to surrender. They
again found it fishy that the papers said it as it seemed Japan had lost.
The Japanese tried to get them back by sending them soldiers letters to
family about how they had lost, and they came to speaking into
loudspeakers saying they should surrender. Every time something was
always suspicious to the group thinking it was some Allied hoax. Years
passed as the four soldiers did their sworn duty to gain intel.
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The Cooking Column
Today I got a question:
What is the best type of chocolate cake?
Answer? Chocolate Lava Cake.
The answer is Chocolate Lava Cake because it
has a liquid chocolate center and it is very rich.
Review for classes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

If you like art you should
chose mixed media because
it’s different types of art
mixed together.
If you like building with food
then playing with your food
is for you because you build
with your food.
If you like to write and love
reading the newspaper, then
OTT is for you.
If you really think that you
want to put drama makeup
on then makeup is for you.
If you love gymnastics then
gymnastics is for you.

Bye, Serena Spagat

POTLUCK THIS WEDNESDAY!!!
FORM ON THE BACK!!!
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The Clowns of UConn
The University of Connecticut, in
Storrs, Connecticut, founded in 1881,
is currently (allegedly) being haunted
by clowns. It has been rumored that
there are clowns creeping around a
local graveyard. There have been over
thirty calls to the police made. Upon
hearing this, hundreds of students
decided to take matters into their own hands. Armed with hockey
sticks, golf clubs, and other home‐made weapons, hundreds of
students charged into the graveyard, in order to protect their
campus. Interestingly, not a single person dressed as a clown was
ever con irmed or apprehended, leaving no real conclusion to this
incident.
By Maya Bock

Hell Al ! I a th Garde Goddes ! M articl i al abou
garden an th beaut yo ma n ther . Sinc i i th
beginnin of summer, I decide t review coupl ower tha
woul loo a olutel am in i your yar ! Bu befor I d tha ,
I woul jus lik t remin reader tha yo ca drop commen ,
questio , or preferenc o ower review i m folder outsid th
OTT Roo . I woul lov t hear fro yo ! Her ar four am in
ower tha woul loo astoundin i your garde :
1.)Rhododendron
.) Althoug th nam ma b mout
l , I guarante i wil tak your breat
awa whe yo se the i l bloo !
Rangin fro whit t dar magent ,
ever color i quisit !
2.)R e
b.)Of cours , th classi R . I m
ever fair tal , ther i alway r
involve , an for goo reaso . A
beauti arra of petal , accompanie
b wonder scen , R e wil brighte
your garde wit char lik n other!
3.)Lilie
I’ sur yo hav hear of thes ! Lilie
ar am in an gorgeou , wit their lon ,
slender petal tha shi color th farther yo ge
fro th ste ! Wit their wid spectru of color
an choice , Lil woul loo goo i anyon ’
garde !
1) Tulip
Commo for their gentl bein , bu breathtakin beaut ,
Tulip ar on of th mus have for fantasti garde ! I
hav tulip i m ow garde (of cours ) an ever tim
I hav guest , the alway commen o the !
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Fireworks Gone Wrong
Related accidents over the Fourth of July
holiday weekend have caused at least one
death and several people have injured in
incidents across the country.
In Henderson, Kentucky, a man was killed
Monday night when a firework hit him in
the chest as he bent over to light it, the
Gleaner reported. The firework apparently went of prematurely
and the impact was so strong it was enough to stop the
25-year-old man's heart.
In another incident, a 13-year-old boy is in critical condition
when someone discharged a firearm that police believe was
likely fired into the sky as a firework. The bullet fell on the teen
as he was playing basketball on Saturday. Police are now urging
residents to keep their celebrations limited to legal fireworks
only. In another incident involving teens, two boys aged 12 or 13,
were injured in Washington state when they picked up a
firework they found, King5 reported. One of the boys is said to
have severely injured his hand while holding the firework
Meanwhile, in New York, an SUV burst into flames when an
electrical problem caused fireworks in the trunk of the vehicle to
explode, WABC reports. Five people were injured in the incident
Monday night and charges are possible as the fireworks in the
trunk were illegal. A similar incident was reported in Pembroke,
New Hampshire, where firefighters were met with exploding
fireworks as they approached a burning car. Firefighters say an
unintentional misuse of a sparkler ignited a load of fireworks in
the cargo area of an SUV. Thankfully, no one was harmed in the
incident. DON’T PLAY AROUND WITH FIREWORKS!
By: Zack Baum
THE PET WIZARD
HELLO EVERYBODY!!!!!!!!!! Did you notice that I
changed the font of my header? Today I have one question
to answer. The question is… “What do you need to do to
keep a monkey in your house?” Owning a monkey is
illegal in some states. Research monkey species. Also, be
ready for a HUGE commitment. Monkeys are very social and
being alone will make it unhappy. Also, don't hit/punish it.
That will make it scared of you. You're going to have to find
a breeder that a lot of people use and like. An exotic vet will
be needed. Next you need to build or buy a monkey cage. If
you want to let your monkey roam around, you will need to
monkey proof your house. This will be much harder than baby
proofing because your baby can't climb. For more, go to this
website: http://www.wikihow.com/Take-Care-of-a-Monkey P.S I got
most my info from that website too.
-The Pet Wizard

By: The Garden Goddess
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Tag
Hi everyone, I‛m Hannah Smolyar and I have recently been tagged by Twyla Daley. I‛m turning thirteen this week on Thursday
and I‛m going into the eighth grade at Driscoll school in Brookline. I have a younger sister who is going into fifth grade also at
Driscoll school. This is my first year at Caap and I am here for four weeks. I take Contemporary dance, Clay for all ages, Jazz 2,
Makeup, and advanced clay. I enjoy dancing and I have been dancing since I was three. I love drawing and during the year I take
art classes. I take fifth period makeup because I think doing makeup is really fun. The reason I am here at Caap this year is
because Mary Churchill told me it is awesome at Caap and so far, it‛s pretty awesome. SO...I am choosing to tag Mary Churchill.

By Hannah Fayngold
Did you think that the noontime show was awesome? Well, I did! Today was Sylvie, Grace and Glennon’s show and it
started with the last five minutes of the Superbowl. The theatre was filled with cheering, and the official show hadn’t
even started! Then there was Karate, which was amazing. Don’t forget that tomorrow there will be a women’s
self-defense class with Glennon’s mom! After that, Halle Zenga-Josephson played a classical prelude on the piano, which
was very cool. Then Rap Class came on. One person rapped about King George and the Boston Tea party and then there
was a rap about the Celtics. Their rapping was great! Yoga 2 did a pretty awesome demo--everybody was so relaxed!
P.O.W asked for audience participation to try and figure out their Play on Words animal riddles! Second to last was Pop
Singing with a beautiful performance of “Stand in the Light” by Jordan Smith. And last but NOT least was Jazz 2. It was
the perfect ending to a perfect Noontime Show!

Crossword: The Trump Administration

Across
4. President
11. Secretary of State
13. Secretary of Agriculture
14. Attorney General
15. Secretary of Veterans Affairs
16. Secretary of the Interior

Down
1. Secretary of Defense
2. Secretary of Homeland Security
3. Secretary of Commerce
5. Secretary of Energy
6. Secretary of Education
7. Secretary of Treasury
8. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
9. Secretary of Labor
10. Secretary of Transportation
12. Vice President
13. Secretary of Health and Human Services
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My Review of School for Good and Evil

School for Good and Evil is a great book for fantasy lovers. It has many
different exciting features. Like how you can predict something but instead
there is a total plot twist. School for Good and Evil isn’t my favorite book but
it’s very close. In the book School for Good and Evil there is a girl named
Sophie and a girl named Agatha. In the beginning, the only reason they were
friends is that Sophie wanted to do good deeds. One of the deeds was
become friends with the girl no one liked. Agatha. But later that turned into a
real bond. In the book there is a school that teaches fairy tale characters
how to be in their tale. Like the school taught Cinderella how to win in her
story. (Spoiler alert!), the school is run by evil itself. Yet the good will always
win. The pen, the Storian controls the fairy tales. But what happens when it
starts to control Agatha and Sophie’s story? And what will happen if/when
Sophie and Agatha are placed as rivals? In the book many unpredictable
things happen. Read this book to find out more (also read book #2 that is out!
Yay!). Read it and find out more about Agatha and Sophie!
-Liana Min

Rules OF CAMPING
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Make sure to remember food and water.
Keep your food sealed and off the ground in case of
bears and squirrels.
Make sure to you bring a lighter and lighter fluid to
make camp fires for cooking and roasting
marshmallows. But if you are going to start a campfire
make sure to have adult supervision.
Make sure to bring a tent if you are tent camping.
Bring s'more materiales like chocolate graham
crackers and marshmallows.
Keep a good amount of firewood nearby for a camp fire
Make sure tents have a protection from the rain try
putting a tarp over the tent.
If not prepared for the weather try getting a hotel room

9. Make sure to fish late at night or in the rain or at
sunrise when the fish are biting.
10. Make sure you bring sleeping bags and foam
mats so you don't have to sleep on the hard
ground .
11. Make sure you bring enough bait for fishing.
-Will Hollister
Daria is secretly an intergalactic movie star. She acts in
movies on the planet Gelufa. She is most well known for her role as
Refua, the heroine of the story of Gopltopl. On Earth, she has only had
small roles, or roles as extras.
When she’s on Gelufa, she disguises herself as a Flad, the
species that lives on that planet. She paints her skin pinkish red and she
puts on fake antennas. No one knows why she acts in Gelufian movies.
The questions? Why has Daria not told anyone on earth about
this? Why didn’t she tell NASA about this new planet? Do the Flad not
want to be discovered? And why does she go to Gelufa to act? These
questions, and the dozens of others people have may never be
answered.
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Question King
I was thinking about
questions the other day and
how questions are really all
same. I know dear readers that
you may be confused by that
since I almost always say that
there are di erent types of
questions. That is true, but questions are all asking things.
They all wonder and amuse people in di erent ways. They all
end in this weird sign with a curved top. Anyway, that’s just
something to think about. Today’s topic is a note I found in
my folder this morning. How does one become vegan? By the
way, to go vegan means to not eat anything that came from
an animal. For example dairy products, meat, eggs, etc. Well,
here’s the answer: Keep the goal you want in mind. If you can
manage going vegan overnight, fantastic good job. But if you
are looking for a bigger goal, like going vegan for life, you’ll
want this information. Make small changes to your everyday
meals, like taking out little portions of meat, but keep the
protein in your meal. Remember, you want to change your
way of eating, but stay as healthy as possible. Add having
vegan breakfasts for one week, then soon add vegan
lunches. Then vegan dinners. Or you could swap di erent
products with other non dairy products. Now this may be a
little hard because your family may not encourage it. But it is
very encouraging because you are saving the environment
when you do this. Tim Cole French has been a vegan for a
couple months now, and he loves that he is saving the
environment. He watched Cowspiracy, a channel about
vegans, and that changed his way of eating forever. Keep
Asking!
- Question King

The Origins of the Word Meme

Richard Dawkins rst used the word
“Meme” to try to explain the way cultural
information spread in his book “The
Sel sh Gene”. He proposed an idea in
the book, that ideas were like
organisms, where they can breed and
mutate. Richard needed something to
call that idea, so Richard abbreviated mimema as
meme because it sounds like gene. The word meme
comes from the greek word “Mimema” which means
“That which is imated” Then later on the idea of Internet
Memes was created by Mike Godwin where internet
memes were speci c only to the environment and
culture of the internet. A common type of internet meme
is an “Image Macro.” which consists of an image with
text on the top and/or bottom.
De nition of meme- a humorous image, video, piece of
text, etc., that is copied (often with slight variations) and
spread rapidly by Internet users.
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THE A&B ADVICE COLUMN
Hello strange people! If you read Friday’s article, then you
know that Beowulf thinks I’m a stalker and Alphonso's in a
trance. Both of them aren’t here so I get to do the column on
my own! So our-ahem-my rst question is; “Please advise me
on how to transform into a Hawk. -Not Hawk Guy-”
Hey!! What do you think you’re doing?
Beowulf give her a break! She’s just….Ohhhh….so…
..beautiful.
Ewwwww! That is gross!! Yuck!!! Stop it!!!! Snap out of it Al!!!
Hey! Since when do you call him Al? Only I call him Al!!
No Beowulf. She called me Al first. I remember her now.
She lived in your house but then she moved to the house next
door. When we were younger our siblings used to play together.
Okay. Can we get back to our questions? As an
answer for Not Hawk Guy’s question, it is kinda’ impossible to
turn into a Hawk. Sorry.

Next question. “How do you become a Vet?” Well, if you’re a child then you can’t
have a job yet, but if you are not, then here’s how; you have to enroll in this
vet-medical-school. I know, I know it sounds fictional, but it is actually a thing.
Really. I’m serious.

3rd question. “How do you not get
homesick when you’re at sleepaway camp?” well, most of the
time, sleepaway camps so fun that you don’t even think
about home until that night. Then you either fall straight
asleep or you think for a little bit and then you fall asleep.
However, if you are still worried then here are some tips.
● Lie in bed and focus on your breathing. Don’t think
about anything but your breathing.
● Think about the day’s activities. Think about what
was fun and what you think that you didn’t like as
much.
Hey! Since Caroline's’ here now I think we need to change the title.
How about T HE ABC ADVICE COLUMN?
YEAH!!!!!!!The end! P.S. no more notes in our folder because
we‛re at sleepaway camp for two weeks. But during week 5
you can leave notes!!!!!!!! Thanks and have a good one!!!

Classroom Spies #9: Jazz 1

Hello CAAPers, it’s the Classroom Spies! Today we were snooping
around and we spied on the amazing class, Jazz 1! They were all
happily watching the movie Sing with Yoga 1. We all watched their
amazing work at the noontime show on thursday of them doing
Faith from the movie Sing! It was outstanding! The next dance they
will be working on is Don’t stop me now by Queen. We are thrilled for
this dance! Grace teaches this class and picked the song for her dad
David the karate teacher! They have a lovely CIT Mary and we can’t
wait to see their new dance!
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Lots o’ Pups
Hello! Now, there is a mysterious tree
outside of the OTT room. Laila once
was walking and decided to go to the
bathroom there, even though there
was a porta-pottie right next to it.
Hey! It’s not my fault!
Well, next to that tree is a stick that
fell many millenia ago. Have you ever played fetch with it?
Probably not.
I have!
Laila, be quiet. Now, we did.
I already said that.
Laila, I said be quiet. When we picked up the stick, we saw a
small hole. Ants and worms crawled out hurrilly. Even a black
bear came running out. The hole opened up.
And there was aLaila, be quiet. There was a large
cat-dog! Cissa‛s Gusto! It is huge! It
uncovered a metal sheet. We picked it
up. Underneath was a box. In that was
a box. In that was a box. In that was a
box. That repeated
376,290,485,783,691,675,386,167,564,839 times. In the
last box was a sweaty microscopic
invulnerable animal (which we only
recognized because of the OTT), which grew
and grew, until it transformed into a human
with a creepy and ugly mustachio in flip
flops. His name was Albert Einstein.
To Be Continued

The Real Random Column
Hello, fellow caapetens. Today i found a thing in my
folder. It said that i should give them more information
about pam. Now i will go to story theater where she
teaches. here are some facts i got when i was spying.
●
●
●
●

She is reading. What is she reading about…?
She makes her cits do all the work.
She only teaches one class. what does she do in
her free time…?
The term wild and wooly comes from her mother
when she was getting crazy in the car her
mother would say ‘’stop getting wild and wooly’’.
also a couple years ago costumes made two
teddy bears for her named Wild and Wooly.
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Annual CAAP Potluck Supper
COME ONE, COME ALL!
WHAT IS IT?
The Annual CAAP Potluck is a fun evening of live music (performed by our music staff), games, and
great company.

WHO IS INVITED?
Everyone! All CAAP families are encouraged to attend. Bring parents, grandparents, siblings (but no
pets, please).

WHEN AND WHERE?
Wednesday, July 12th from 6 to 8 pm.
At the Park School field: park in the main parking lot. If it’s raining hard, the potluck will be inside the
West Building Gym, but if it’s drizzling, we will hold it outside (so plan accordingly).

WHAT TO BRING:
Everyone who comes should bring a dish (no dessert), so there is enough food.
NO FOOD WITH PEANUTS, NUTS, or NUT OILS!
Families of campers in groups 111 (campers ages 711) should bring a SALAD (pasta or greens)
to feed 810 people.
Families of campers in group 1222 (campers ages 1215) should bring a MAIN DISH to feed 810
people.
Bring food with serving utensils and make sure your name is on your dishes/utensils!
Cups, plates, cutlery, drinks, and dessert will be supplied by CAAP.
 Cut Here

R.S.V.P.
(Fill this out, cut it out, and return it to the Potluck Box on the front desk)
NAME: __________________________________________________________________________
(Please Check One)
YES, I will attend ____________
NO, I will not attend______________
(Please print)
I will bring (circle one) Main Dish/Salad
Describe:
6

